
Non Digital Assignments April 13 - 17  
Departments Description of Assignments/Links 

 
Art 

 

 

Two projects based on the art work of Body Isek Kingelez 
Project 1.  Create an imaginative two dimensional drawing of a utopian city based on the 
sculptures of Body Isek Kingelez. Use rulers or any straight edge to draw all the buildings.  Use 
cups to trace circles, paper towel rolls, and any geometric shapes you can find around the home. 
Use a straight edge shape to trace, do not draw your buildings with the free hand.  
 
Project 2.  Use household objects to create your own city.  Stack shapes on shapes to create 
your own buildings.   Your city should be at least 2 feet by 2 feet for the floor plan. There is no 
limit to how tall the city could be. You may wrap drawings with paper taped on to your shape 
with designs drawn on the paper.  Take a picture of your city and post in on google classroom or 
email it to me. You may wrap drawings with paper taped on to your shape with designs.Check 
your google classroom account for links to the artists and examples of how the art projects 
could be created. 

 
ELA 

Journal Project (to be submitted in your ELA Google Classroom)- Due April 19 
You will be keeping a personal journal that will be submitted to your ELA teacher through their 
Google Classroom on Sunday, April 19th. This assignment is intended to give you a chance to 
reflect on the current situation in a creative way. Use the journal prompts (use the link or check 
your ELA Google Classroom). Complete as many of the prompts as you like, but at least 3.  
 
Click link below for Journal Prompts 
 Journal Prompts PDF 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1egt3k2tkc3dz_Z0ksdkhnX2-0iliva_P/view


US History Due April 20 
Directions 
● Write a one page fictional (fake) story about what you witness as an American living 

during the Great Depression, the Dust Bowl and lastly World War II.  
● You are to handwrite (NOT TYPE) your story on one full loose-leaf page.  
● You are to take a photo of the page and upload it to your Google classroom assignment 

box or email the story to ytucker@hs-gc.org. 
● Your story must include the following: 

1. A fictional (fake) name 
2. Your race or ethnic identity (Please consider history. Do not choose “Jamaican” as 

there are little to no Jamaicans living here during the 1920s-1940s. Also, if you are 
Japanese, you would have a different experience from someone who was Italian) 

3. The city or state in which you live (Please consider history. Do a little bit of research 
to find out what your chosen state might have been like) 

4. Your job or career and whether or not you keep it.  
5. Your family (Do you have a spouse and children?) 
6. Are you educated? 
7. Are you male or female? 
8. How do you overcome the obstacles you are faced with? 
9. Something unique that happened to you and your family during the time period.  
10. Write it in first person – as though you are telling me a story about yourself and 

not someone else.  

Social Studies 
 
 
 

Historical Fiction assignment, students choose 1 topic from history and create a short story 
that mixes relevant facts from the historical situation as well as a fictional story.  



 

Special Education Create a poster to highlight the response or issues surrounding the Covid 19 Pandemic. Be 
creative in this process. 

 
Math MATH REMOTE LEARNING CHALLENGE:  

Create a song, rap, poem, skit, scene, or spoken word piece using mathematical concepts. Make 
a recording of you reading/acting/performing your piece no longer than a minute and a half.  

PE https://docs.google.com/document/d/1stObbBquL51htmBgd1gi1gWbWOpC-caq7RxJWJPBa-

A/edit 

Science  

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1stObbBquL51htmBgd1gi1gWbWOpC-caq7RxJWJPBa-A/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1stObbBquL51htmBgd1gi1gWbWOpC-caq7RxJWJPBa-A/edit

